Membranes, textile and pneumatic architecture, tensile and compressive structures, seem to be the
simplest construction systems and, at the same time, one of the most complex that today can be realized.
For a long time nomadic people have adopted cloths, ropes and wooden poles to build temporary or
semi-permanent shelters, and these primordial constructions inspired also the brilliant pioneers of light
structures that, at the end of the 19th century, had firstly tested some of them.
But the complex geometry and the difficult mechanics at the base of the membranes require a
specialized competence for planning and completion.
The international research group, composed by Italian, Greek, Portuguese and Romanian experts, tried
not only to exchange their personal knowledge on the subject of textile architecture, but tried to decline
it in a sustainable key, exploring the chance of using a wide range of natural materials now available on
the building market. Some results of these researches are collected in the pages of the present essay.
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The primary human need of sheltering had
produced different solutions according to
places, climate and habits.
In the deserts, Sahara, Saudi Arabia and Iran,
the black tents were developed by the
nomads using camel leather for matching the
exigence of roaming in driving the transfers
with the animals and to satisfy the need to
easily assemble and dismantle homes and
transport them for long journeys; the use of
tents as a dwelling was also common for
housing armies for long periods and in
different environmental conditions.
In addition to housing, these structures have
always been used as simple shelter from
climatic agents.

For tensile structure we mean the construction
of covering using a membrane supported by
cables or rigid rods, their main characteristic
is referred to ability of sustaining loads due
the tensile state; other important properties
are referred to the possibility of assembling
and disassembling with ease, of moving
through different places and of covering large
spans. Due to the use of thin cables stretched,
surfaces can be created able of overcoming
the forces imposed upon them.
Until the mid-20th century, due to the low
demand and lack of manufacturers of cables
there were few technological advances, but,
thanks to industrial growth a new
developments arose.
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In the first models the use of joined cables and
very light membranes produced structural
deficiencies; the technology thus evolved later
with the use of system of steel cables and fiber
membranes with a high degree of strength;
furthermore the performance of the new
structures were improved by integrating layers
of waterproof coatings and protection against
ultraviolet rays and fire and using materials
able to control the reflectivity of tents.
Such progress was only possible thanks to the
physical-structural studies initiated by German
architect and engineer Frei Otto, who since
the 1950s conducted the first scientific studies
and the first works of roofing using tensioned
steel cables combined with membranes.
Tensile construction can be shared into three
categories according to their structure
(membrane, mesh, pneumatic), while cables
can be classified in those load-bearing or
stabilizing; the load-bearing cables take the
external loads and the stabilizing cables have
the role of strengthening the load-bearing ones.
In last thirty years the tensile membrane
structure found a significant place in the
contemporary architecture; the producers
have adapted to market demands by creating
increasingly high-performance products in
terms of resistance and durability with the
result of greatly widening the field of
applications and making the product much
more interesting for design purposes.
This change marked a turning point in the
design of tensile structures because while in
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the past they were used only for temporary
uses, having become more durable and then
economically convenient, they began to be
used also in permanent constructions.
Therefore, in the field of stable constructions,
the required range of services is also
extended, thus opening up a very vast and
interesting field of research and development
(ElSeragy and ElNokaly, 2006). From this point
of view, the understanding of environmental
behavior and the performance of the
membranes must be adequately explored in
order to provide greater comfort for the
occupants. Like as permanent construction
nowadays it is mandatory also for tensile
membrane to perform sustainable energetic
behavior to face the need to reduce energy
consumption; this theme stress the research
towards new materials and structures that
meet the occupant's needs and comfort and
are at the same time environmentally friendly.
In fact, textile membrane surfaces have low
thermal mass and for this reason they let very
rapidly the external energy affect the indoor
climate; for this reason actually new materials
are developing for membrane with augmented
thermal resistivity in terms of controlling the
thermal gain or loss in winter and in summer.
The thermal conditions provided by a space
enclosed by a very thin skin cannot comply the
standards of conditioned traditionally enclosed
environment; it is conceivable to design the
membrane form and orientation and the
associated thermal mass to comply different

seasons and climates, maximizing in winter the
diurnal solar absorption and save it inside
while at night it should retain the day
absorbed radiation to heat the interior space.
In summer, the membrane should perform in
an opposite way; the fabric structure should be
oriented to give shade by screening solar
radiation and the material should be chosen
with regard to the ability to absorb and
transmit a minimum amount of solar heat and
apposite openings must be provided so that the
internal heat finds a place to escape at night.
Even if it is well known that tensile
architecture was born with the use of natural
materials, animal or vegetal, only recently
they are re-discovered due to the potential to
be softly inserted in landscape whithout
producing heavy impacts. Fabric membranes
were used to provide adequate shade, channel
breezes and define space but very often they
worked in a wrong way, even if well placed
into the image of these places and events. Of
course there is a need for further research into
this field in order to understand the effect
that the form of the structure will have on its
environmental behavior.
The theme of environmental sustainability, and
then of energy saving and carbon reduction,
has not to be referred only to energy
consumption in cooling or heating spaces
enclosed into the tents but also to the
resource consumption coming from the used
materials, the storage, the re-use and the
mode of transport.

The importance of optimizing the performance
of textile envelopes is thus referred to a wide
range of needs; but only recently lightweight
architecture began to take in serious
consideration the importance of energy saving
and environmental sustainability in both
destination, as temporary structure and
permanent, while for the past only the
envelope mass and therefore its thermal
inertia were considered useful for this purpose.
In the light of the previous observations it
must be considered that in the assessment of
the life cycle and energy efficiency of light
buildings in terms of performance, all aspects
related to the energy consumed, from the
"production" phase to that of "use" of the
structure and disposal; for the purpose of
assessing the overall performance of a
building, it is essential to consider both
embodied energy and operational energy. In
temporary buildings this aspect is even more
relevant because the phases of construction
and disassembly and reconstruction are
repeated numerous times, thus increasing the
energy balance of the structures
exponentially; in fact, the energy consumed
during transport, in the various phases of
reassembly, depends on the weight, from the
assembly system and from the distance
between the installation sites; the design of
these structures must therefore carefully
calibrate the energy costs inherent, in an
atypical life cycle compared to permanent
buildings, because the costs of assembly and
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disassembly do not amortize over time but, on
the contrary, multiply and increase with the
wear of the materials.
In terms of thermo-hygrometric comfort in the
design of temporary architecture, the following
must be considered: environmental factors
(temperature, humidity, air speed), external
factors (metabolic rate and clothing), biological
factors (sex, age, biological characteristics )
and psychological factors (cultural background,
individual expectations); in fact, the thermal
sensation can be very influenced by many
environmental and physiological conditions that
can determine different levels of comfort as
the conditions of use change (De Vita et aal,
2018). With regard to energy efficiency, special
attention should be paid to the
membrane-bearing structures that collect
condensation water on the surface of the
membrane and accumulate water as reserve.
The eco-compatible design of tensile
structures must take into consideration the
geography and the climatic conditions of the
places in a very different way from the mass
construction because the complete absence of
thermal inertia imposes different design
criteria related above all to the need to
guarantee stable indoor climatic conditions.
Among the temporary and semi-temporary
installations, rescue structures occupy a
special place, which require markedly
adaptability to very different conditions,
speed in transport and assembly and guarantee
of comfort conditions during the period of use.
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These notes want to highlight how tensile
membrane structures are a new chapter in the
history of building structures.
The interesting developments in the design of
the tensor membrane structure can
revolutionize the concept of permanent
building.
In this context, computer technology with the
possibility of modeling structures and their
behavior has opened up vast new horizons for
design; the possibility of calculating shape and
values for projects has determined a new
architectural language in which the final
outcome of the project and the behavior of
the structure are completely predictable and
controllable.
The development of software for tension
membrane structures practically does not
place limits on the design process, the
structures can be modeled and calculated in
relation to different operating conditions,
different installation cycles and different
functions. Although there is a lot of scientific
knowledge about tensile structures, there are
no real design manuals. A standardized
approach as well as a global European design
verification standard is needed to achieve a
harmonized security level.
The tensile structures reflect the needs of
modern architecture and are increasingly used
thanks to their attractiveness due to the
spatial curvature and to the great variety of
forms that can be achieved and to the
possibility of obtaining large free spans.

Today the area of structural skins is very broad
and the membranes are increasingly used;
their two-dimensional measurement can be
advantageously combined with solar shading
and / or solar energy collection. The growing
interest in these structures requires a
complete standardization that is still lacking in
Europe. A work process has been launched by
CEN aimed at a future technical specification,
and, subsequently, at a new Eurocode part
related to the structural design of membrane
structures.
The ongoing discussions in the CEN / TC 250 /
WG 5 focus on specific aspects of structural
design based on the current Eurocode design
concept and furthermore, concrete
information is provided on important elements
of structural membrane design together with
basic information on the underlying test
methods. The establishment of harmonized
design rules requires the simultaneous
establishment of harmonized test methods
which is performed by CEN / TC 248 / WG 4.
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Abstract
In the introductory courses in Statics and
Structural Mechanics, the role played by
nonlinearities is often left out, to make more
room to details in linear problems, which can be
faced with relatively simple mathematical tools.
Behavior of structures is appropriately modeled
as linear in many circumstances, although we
have to take nonlinearities into account
whenever stresses or strains become large
enough, or members have very small thickness
or even very large slenderness, and so on.
Hence, we could say that behavior of structures
is inherently nonlinear, and linear approximation
is valid provided specific requirements on the
order of magnitude of given ingredients of the

problem under consideration are fulfilled. The
scope of this brief contribution is reveal,
through a paradigmatic example, how
nonlinearity naturally emerges.
Introduction
Highly deformable structures made assembling
very thin rods or membranes are used in many
applications in architecture and engineering.It is
noteworthy that thin members can sustain very
small or even vanishing moments. Hence, rods
and membranes should be properly designed to
respectively undergo axial and in-plane stresses
only. However thin structures are particularly
prone to suffer buckling instability and are very
responsive to imperfections.
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Besides these aspects, which could be, in some
sense, considered features of highly
deformable structures, another key point is
simply the fact that they significantly change
their shape. In this respect, structures change
the structural geometry passively, in order to
accommodate external loads, or actively, to
accomplish a specific task or perform actions,
which the structures are programmed for. This
latter is, for instance, the case of morphing
structures, which can be designed to radically
change their shape by exploiting several
actuation devices [1]. Furthermore, structures
working in a extremely deformed regime are
found in many every-day-use devices [2].
As a results, the underlying problem is
inherently nonlinear and both the static and
dynamic analysis of highly deformable
structures become significantly more
challenging than that of structures and
buildings that can be modeled as linear, at
least if some specific conditions are met.
While the cited aspects should sound quite
obvious to any person with a major education
in Mechanics, whatever theoretical or applied,
it could produce some ambiguity for students
in architecture and engineering.
Indeed, difficulties arising from many
nonlinear problems are such that their
descriptions are rarely taught to
undergraduate students [3]. So, when they are
taught basic Mechanics and, in particular, the
laws of the balance of bodies and structures,it
is said that if the deformed configuration of a
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system is close to the initial, undeformed one,
the latter can be adopted in writing
equilibrium equations. Of course, such an
approximation introduces errors, which
become smaller and smaller as close the
deformed configuration is to the initial one.
While this is a price to pay, on the other hand,
the related advantages are considerable. In
fact, deformed configuration is not known in
advance while the initial state, which is
conventionally assumed stress-free, is given.
Such a condition is generally fulfilled by
deformable systems and structures undergoing
small displacements and rotations,
accompanied by small strains.
On the contrary, also in case of small strains,
highly deformable structures exhibit large
displacements and rotations, leading to
equilibrium equations which must be
mandatory written on the unknown current
configuration. Hence, such a problem is
geometrically nonlinear. Besides this kind on
nonlinearity, many others do exist, and thus
the behavior of real structures is, in general,
nonlinear, due to many different reasons.
While a comprehensive description of general
nonlinearities is certainly beyond the scope of
this contribution, which is aimed at being of
didactic use, we recall that lack in linearity
relevant for structures of specific interest in
architecture and civil engineering can be
roughly grouped in two broad sets,
respectively called as the mechanical and
geometrical nonlinearity.

The former refers to not-proportional
relationship between strains and stresses,
dependence on load history, possible presence
of permanent deformations, different
behaviors in tension and compression, and so
on. The latter considers cases in which the
changes in the shape of the structure are not
negligible, remaining the constitutive
assumption essentially linear.
Although very broad, such a kind of two-sets
classification may be however unable to cover
all the possible nonlinearities. We refer to
[4,5] where concepts of geometric
nonlinearity, stability theory and plasticity are
explored in detail, or to [6] for a discussion
about the main nonlinearities related to Solid
Mechanics, including mechanical and contact
nonlinearities. Furthermore, there is a large
amount of literature concerning nonlinear
problems. Besides the already cited literature
sources, as suggestions for further readings, at
different levels of difficulties and
technicalities, we cite some books, among the
many existing.
For a comprehensive treatment on
one-dimensional structural members, as rods
and beams, or two-dimensional bodies, as
plates, shells and membranes, we refer to [7],
where linear and nonlinear theories are
reported. Beams and cables are extensively
discussed in [8] and [9], this latter discussing
in depth about the particular and technically
relevant case of composite beams. Thin-walled
elastic shells are considered in [10].

For a theoretical framework of Nonlinear
Mechanics, along with computational methods,
applications and parametric investigations of
nonlinear phenomena refer to [11] and [12],
the former giving also mechanical
interpretation towards design, the latter
analyzing nonlinear elastic and elastoplastic
materials, including bifurcation and instability.
For further detail on materials in nonlinear
regimes, see also [13].
Analysis of nonlinear behavior of solids and
structures suitable for numerical computation
is presented in [14] and [15], this latter mainly
devoted to elastoplastic finite element
procedures, restricting the attention to
one-dimensional plasticity.
Finally, in order to emphasize some basic,
though key, features of nonlinear problems in
Statics, we consider, in what follow, a simple
one-dimensional example, which can be seen
as a prototypical idealization of a thin,
deformable string subjected to a transverse
point load in its midspan cross section.
A benchmark example of Nonlinear Statics
Let us consider the mechanical system, shown
in fig.01, made of two collinear, deformable
rods, of initial length L, connected, mutually
and to the ground, by hinges, and assume the
central node is subjected to a static point load
of intensity 2 P. A variant, mechanically
equivalent, of such a structure in analyzed in
[6]. It is noteworthy that the system satisfies
necessary conditions to be isostatic, but
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however it can also be proved that the matrix
of coefficients associated to the equilibrium
equations, written with respect to (w.r.t.) the
straight configuration, is singular.

fig.01 - A two-bar mechanical system. The bars are assumed
to be extensible.

As a consequence, the central node is allowed
to infinitesimally move along the direction
orthogonal to the rods. In terms of
equilibrium, in the linear theory, the system
cannot sustain the assigned load, with finite
axial forces along the bars. Let us now
consider the deformed configuration, reported
in fig.01 as a dashed line, where the mid-point
has an unknown finite displacement v, with the
straight bars stretched at a current length l
such that
(1)
By writing the equilibrium w.r.t. the current
configuration, the solution is achieved in terms
of v, and thus also the axial force along the
bars can be written as function of v, that is N =
N(v). Since bars rotate, clockwise or
counterclockwise, of the angle + (v)
defined as
,
(2)
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the value of the axial force is computed as
(3)
as also graphically shown in the force polygon
in fig.01. By virtue of Eq. (3), it is simple to
recognize that, for finite P and vanishing v, N
becomes infinite. On the opposite, that is for
v
,N
P: indeed, in such a case, the
direction of the two bars, both experiencing
infinite elongation, coincides with the
direction of the point load 2 P. The graph of N,
rescaled by P, as a function of the
dimensionless displacement
(4)
is shown in fig.02. Of course, both limit
situations are physically meaningless, the
former implying an infinite internal force, the
latter an infinite deformation, both not
attainable in any real bar, whatever the size of
the member, or the material it is made of.
Finally, let us notice that the structure reported
in fig.01 can be considered a suitable model for
a deformable string subjected to a transverse
point load in its midspan cross section. The
analogy between the two problems stems from
the fact that both cannot sustain transverse
shearing forces and bending moments.
Furthermore, at the equilibrium, the string must
exhibit not-vanishing, concentrated curvature
only where the load is applied, being straight
and under tensile stress the rest of the string.

along the rotating bar. Indeed it is a rotated strain
and gives accurate results provided the
deformation of the body is small enough. In case
of finite deformation, the finite Green’s strains e
or the logarithmic strain s, as the true strain,
are often used.
Constitutive assumptions
Let us consider a generic material with a linear
relationship between the generalized stress N and
the measures of strain defined in Eqs. (6), that is
Nε= Kε

fig.02 - The variation of the dimensionless axial force as a
function of the dimensionless displacement.

Strain measures
We may introduce several strains. On
introducing the Lagrangian strain
(5)
among others, we adopt hereafter three strain
measures, as
(6)
The strain ε, the engineering strain usually
applied in linear theory, simply compares how
much a bar has been extended w.r.t. its reference
length, and remarkably it measures the strain

Ne = Ke

Ns= Ks

(7)

assuming here and henceforth that the stiffness
K, that is the Young’s modulus E times the
cross-sectional area A, is independent of the
state of stress, on the temperature and so on,
in order to make computations as simple as
possible. In fig.03, the three versions of N,
given by Eqs. (7), rescaled by K, are drawn as
functions of . It is evident that, for small
values of , Eqs. (7) give close responses,
leading to see also that the three different
strain measures are equivalent to each other,
provided displacement v remains small enough.
However, forces and strains become
significantly different for large displacements.
Furthermore, for extreme shortening, both
engineering strain and Green’s strain give
clearly wrong predictions, allowing finite force
even in the limit of approaching zero. On the
contrary, the strain s, leads to increasing
compressive force as decreases.
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fig.03 - Graphs of three constitutive relationships, one linear
(black solid line), the other two nonlinear (dashed line for
the constitutive assumption with logarithmic strain,
dotted-dashed line for that with finite Green’s strain).

Load-deflection curves
From Eqs. (3) and (7), taking into account the
rotated engineering, Green’s and the true
strains, given by Eqs. (6), we attain

(8)

being α a nonlinear function of v defined as
(9)
and v the dimensionless displacement defined
in Eq. (4).
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fig.04 - Nonlinear load-displacement curves: black solid line,
dashed line and dotted-dashed line correspond to the
engineering strain, logarithmic strain and finite Green's
strain, respectively. Observe that also the curve
corresponding to the linear strain is nonlinear, due to the
geometrical nonlinearity of the problem under investigation.

The loads given by Eqs. (8), rescaled by the
stiffness K, are reported in fig.04, from which
it can be seen that also load-displacement
curves remain very close to each other for
small displacements, and gives different
predictions only for larger ones, as it happens
for the constitutive relationships of the axial
force N. This, among others, justifies the fact
that the engineering strain, which is linear in
, is conveniently used in all those applications
showing a behavior adequately approximated
as linear. However, a further remark is in
order.

As already stated, in the example we are
dealing with, the linear approximation suffers
drawbacks. Now we see the reason.
Indeed, at zero displacement, the
load-deflection curve has a horizontal tangent,
implying that the example under consideration
simply cannot be formulated in terms of a
linearized theory.
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Introduction: Temporary Architecture and
tensile membrane structure
«In architecture, permanence is mainly
associated with the endurance of material and
durability of construction. Temporary
architecture, on the contrary, has a
predetermined and brief life span. […]
Investigating the permanent and temporary
qualities of architecture, Bernard Tschumi
states that architecture is not meant to be
permanent; it cannot be related to a limited
time. Tschumi re-examines the Vitruvian
trilogy of “venustas, firmitas and utilitas”,
describes “firmitas” as a “structural ability”
and discovers that three qualities have
remained obsessively in thoughts for centuries.

He asks if these architectural constants did not
exist, how would architecture be? Moreover,
he underlines the fact that the permanence of
architecture can be a bad mental habit and is
a result of intellectual laziness that has been
observed throughout the history.
Jean Nouvel, on the other hand, like Peter
Zumthor, asserts that architecture is related to
light constructions that are “not heavy”,
“changeable”, “permanent”, “dematerialized”
and “not matter bounded”. There are several
forms of designing temporary architecture
such as exposition, exhibition and pavilion. […]
The architects of the temporary structures
experience new ways of architecture, all the
while questioning what the future of architecture
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might be and how their experimentation can
be represented. This small-scale and
time-limited practice can be the key to the
future of architectural practice»1.
These words are essential to introduce the
small notes that follow, in which the reason
for studying again the great technological
innovation of architecture in the XX century,
the tensile systems, can be hopefully clarified.
If at the beginning this innovation had the goal
of creating astonishment, of reducing space
and time for constructing, of easing the
structural heaviness of the architecture and
engineer’s works, now the goals are
completely different: as in fact Ahmed El
Seragy and Amira El Nokaly declare, «[…]
today, with the vast technological progress and
the deep understanding of our environment,
and the insisting need to reduce energy
consumption to save our natural resources,
there have been a shift in thinking and the
need for a sustainable environmentally
friendly architecture has evolved. The need of
new materials and structures that fulfil the
occupant’s needs and comfort, the
architectural beauty and attraction and being
environmentally friendly have become
mandatory. Although tensile membrane
structures are relatively new as a structural
material, they have been widely used in many
architectural projects that were mainly
considered as architectural statements and
landmarks. Form finding and structure analysis
of such structures has become an established
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discipline, however, their environmental
understanding and behaviour are still in its
infancy»2.
Standing this situation, the studies which have
been carrying out by the international research
team (Italian, Rumanian, Greek and Portuguese
experts) in the field of a peculiar technological
innovation of the XX century, the tensile
membrane structures, did actually proceed in
the direction of a development of solutions able
to minimize the negative effect of climate
change and to avoid any bad effect which the
weathering can provide to people employing
the temporary spaces and environments built
with these tensile structures. Some studies
were in the direction of a structural discover of
the physical laws that govern these systems,
some others go in the direction of an
architectural debate, some are focusing on the
technologies employed for such systems and
innovations, some others deeply analyse the
design experience when these systems are part
of the decision process, and how the digital
tools can be used so as to aid the designer for
such a complex task.
Here I would like to focus the subject of the
tensile structures as far as their bioclimatic and
bioregionalist possible characters are
concerned. It is natural that, given the fact that
they are used for covering open air activities
and their characteristics of «[…] lightness and
transparency, the membrane can be considered
more as a filter than as barriers between the
outdoor flows from outside and vice versa.

Consequently, thermal and humidity
performances which they are able to
guarantee, can hardly be compared with those
provided by massive constructed elements.
First of all the conductivity resistance of a
generic texture for a membrane in glass fibre
and PTFE is equal to 0.0042 sqmK/W, in
comparison with the concrete’s one (0,015)
and of the glass (0.01). If in the past this
limitation could have been considered a
neglectable detail, due to the temporary
nature of these membrane structures, now
instead, that the recent utilizations show
permanent character, the capacity of
previewing not only thermal but also lighting
and acoustic performances becomes
fundamental»3. One of the first goal to be
achieved by a temporary structure is that
created in the city, mainly in the historically
areas of the European city. Avoiding to build
new constructions as well as employing a few
amount of materials while achieving a good
and beneficial result for the population can be
guaranteed by a temporary structure.
Comparing a temporary system, in a public
space at open air, with other possible solutions
for equipping an exposed space for laying out
shows of various nature, can actually easily
demonstrate the first as the best answer, in
terms of performance, of appreciation by the
audience and/or the public and as far as the
most important goal to achieve is concerned,
i.e. that of protecting people underneath it by
cold, rain, wind, sun and overheating.

Temporary structures
The temporary spaces show a flexibility in the
use and in geometrical definition which allows
them to be responsive to adequate their
configuration to various requirements and
needs.
In order to define a temporary space, a
number of construction systems can be
adopted, which should be easily
dismountable, and therefore made up with
light materials and flexible technologies, such
as for example the membranes. Usually they
define the envelope of the construction, for
no other systems are needed, and are made
up with peculiar structural technology: the
tensile system.
The study of temporary spaces is now pushed
from the aforesaid present items, but the idea
of building such spaces at the beginning
represented only a transitory phenomenon,
very quickly abandoned, except for those
peculiar environments, like circus, and then it
seemed destined to disappear.
The new need for flexible systems is dictated
by the more and more increasing mobility of
the present life, but if initially the novelty of
tensile systems did not contemplate the
guarantee of environmental comfort for they
had a provisory character, today when these
systems are often employed for more lasting
periods and the need for good internal
conditions had become urgent and no longer
delayed and neglectable, the design pushed
towards finding new bioclimatic solutions.
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As far as the flexible systems are concerned,
the complexity of the subjects allows, from
the architectural viewpoint, a spatial topic
open to a multiplicity of solutions, at their
turn exciting according to the various shaping
choices. Moreover a system of this kind results
mainly responsive to different
experimentations, and eventually to different
utilizations. Some of these temporary spatial
systems, being joined thanks to their
characters of flexibility and lightness of the
relative structures, can in fact be completed
with the tensile structures and some others
with the pneumatic systems.
The first one is based on the property that the
stretched ropes show, as well as the
membranes, of transferring tensions. The
system then works thanks to the pre-tension of
the ropes themselves: it is easily mountable
and dismountable, mainly if it is adopted as
roof, so allowing a great degree of freedom to
the lateral space’s surfaces.
Tensile systems: a starting point
With the aim of introducing the subject of the
membrane, the tensile structure theory is
briefly mentioned, starting from the
well-known physical and geometrical
assumptions. In order to mention the
pre-stretched structures, it can be advanced
that, as it is known, the capacity of
transferring strengths and moments can be
found in the micro- as well as macro-cosmos,
also in the plants and in the animals.
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In particular we know how a rope is capable of
transferring tensions, for the structures are
means of transmission. Since constructing is,
eventually, a process of assembling, the
tension phenomena can be observed, and in
particular are provided on purpose, also in the
technical structures build by engineers.
Another concept to recall is that which
classifies the structures, those built by men,
according to the technologies which, thanks to
the various materials, succeed to transfer
strengths and moments, due to various
effects: tension, flexion and compression
which depend exactly on the applied strengths
and moments; in particular the strengths are
represented by attraction, repulsion or
rotation, and the effects by them provided are
considered those of tension, compression and
torsion.
In fact, quite according to the direction of the
stress, the systems can be classified in:
Mono-axial: when the stress is linear in one
direction (the ropes are generally stressed
mono-axially); Bi-axial: when the stress is
superficial (such as for example a drum);
Tri-axial: when the stresses are in any
direction. As far as the first systems are
concerned, when a dimension is prevailing
above the others, they are called linear, such
as for example a flexible rope, stressed by
traction; a beam, stressed by flexion;
columns, stressed by compression: they are all
mono-dimensional structures stressed
mono-axially.

Regarding the second class, the bi-dimensional
systems, they can also be called superficial
structures and have two big dimensions and
one small. The surface can be flat, but can also
be provided with a single curving (and they are
called Synclastic), or a double curving (and
they are called Anti-clastic), or finally they can
be angular. To give an example of the kind of
stress that can be impressed on a structure,
various systems can be stressed mono-axially,
such as a wall (compression), a steel net
(traction) or reticular beams (traction and
compression). As far as the bio-axial stresses
are concerned we can find the membranes
(traction), the slabs (traction, compression and
flexion according to the plan), the vaulted
ceilings (compressed orthogonally to the
surface), the geodetic dome (compression
along the axis) and the shells (reticular
superficial and rigid curves stressed by
traction, compression and moments).
Regarding instead the three-dimensional
systems, they have the same big size in the
three dimensions, they can take any shape and
can be subjected to mono-, bi-, and tri-axial
stresses. They can be discontinuous, or made
up with linear elements, in any direction, such
as for example the web structures, such as the
ancient roofs, or spatial rope nets, or
aerostatic pneumatic balloons, or even the
human skeleton. Coming now to the core of
these notes, the Tensile Structures, we know
that they can transfer strengths and moments
due to their pre-stretched materials.

We know that some materials can resist to
traction, such as the wood, the natural fibres,
the steel, while others – stones, bricks,
cement – cannot.
Usually the compression is absorbed by rigid
and fixed elements, while the traction instead
by membranes, cables, and any flexible
elements: in nature usually the animals’ body
can resist to compression and to tractions,
thanks respectively to the skeleton and the
muscles.
The spider’s web can highly resist to traction.
In the human history, apart from the use made
out of animals and plants, men have invented
the tents, the fabrics for their cloths, the
fishing nets, the sails for wind boats, and then
the Circus big tents, the suspended bridges […]
and so on.
Single elements of tensile structures are the
ropes: the simple rope is any supporting
element which can be loaded by a tension, but
it is flexible, such as chain, bands, threads.
Since the rope is a linear system, it is called,
as known, mono-dimensional, for its prevailing
dimension. A rope can behave differently
according to the boundary and strength
conditions: if it is a straight line, it transfers
tension strengths; if it is hanging between two
points and is uniformly loaded (for example
with its deadweight), then it assumes the
shape of a Catenary (see fig01).
If the rope is uniformly loaded in an
orthogonal way to the curve’s tangent, then it
takes the shape of a circle’s arch (see fig02).
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fig01- A Catenary.

fig04 - Loads transferred by other two fixed ropes

fig02 - Circle arch shape.

Finally, if it gets equal loads applied at regular
intervals, then the rope create a shape with
the geometrical curve of a Parabola (see
fig03).

Another system of ropes is made up with one
single rope fixed and more other vertical ropes
hanging: this is the principle of the suspended
bridges (see fig05 and fig06).
Then other typologies are produced with freely
hanging ropes which shape surfaces; they can
be made out of ropes that have the same
length, hanging at the same distance between
two parallel horizontal lines (see fig07): in this
case the hanging ropes shape a Catenary.

fig03 - Loaded rope in the shape of a Parabola.

More complex systems of ropes can be
arranged: for example, a vertical rope which
has a load transferred by other two caves
fixed in two points: this will produce a flat
surface with bi-dimensional support (see
fig04).
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fig05 - Vertical ropes suspended underneath a fixed one.

fig06 - The principle of a suspended bridge.

fig07 - Hanging ropes shaping a catenary.

When instead also the two equally long ropes
are free every rope produce a Catenary (see
fig08): these two examples produce a
syn-clastic surface at unique curvature.

fig09 - A saddle, an anti-clastic surface.

fig08- A Synclastic surface at double Catenary.

If instead the bending of the two systems - the
two long ropes and the other hanging ones have different curvatures, then they produce an
anti-clastic surface (a saddle, or geometrically
said hyperbolic paraboloid) (see fig09). Finally a
more complex system of ropes can be made up
with a certain number of ropes fixed to external
caves shaping a border with surface as well as
three-dimensional models (see fig10 and fig11).

fig10 - External caves shaping a border.
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fig11- Three-dimensional model.

fig13 - A Catenoid with
horizontal suspended plan.

Other tensile structures can be arranged as
single ropes with radial disposition, so shaping
a cylinder (with hanging caves at regular
intervals around a ring frame) (see fig12).

fig14 - A Catenoid with
tilted suspended plan.

fig12 - A cylinder with hanging ropes.

They can also shape a Catenoid when the ropes
are no longer free but hanging in both their
two extremities (with a horizontal or tilted
suspended plan, i.e. producing respectively a
symmetrical or an asymmetrical surface) (see
fig13 and fig14). Finally, rising the centre of
the Catenary with an additional cave, another
shape is possible: the latest is a tensile
structure bended anti-clastically (see fig15).
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fig15 - A anti-clastically
bended tensile structure.

Certain nets of ropes and rafters can provide various
shapes: if some rafters are fixed between two
hanging ropes, (see fig16) they appear compressed
as the model used by Schwanzer in 1958 for the
European Pavilion: both surfaces can be obtained:
synclastic (see fig17) and anti-clastic (see fig18).

fig18 - Anti-clastic rope net.

fig19 - Simple curved net of ropes combined with rigid
pylons.

fig16 - Rafters fixed between two hanging ropes.

When instead the suspension points of the
ropes – which have the same length – do not
shape parallel lines, then the out-coming
surface is anti-clastic (see fig20).

fig20 - Anticlastic net of ropes and rods.

fig17- Synclastic rope net.

Some more shapes can be produced combining
chains and rigid pylons: the first example is
when there is a simple curvature, the ropes are
free as Catenary, and the pylons are fixed only to
the ropes (see fig19).

When the nets are anchored to the border in
various ways then we can have freely hanging
membranes; they can be made up with single
cables or with ropes’ nets, suspended by a
frame and so shaping either synclastic or
anti-clastic surfaces (see fig21).
Concluding the pre-stressed systems are the
followings: rope, any linear element which is
flexible and can be stressed by traction;
non-pre-stressed rope which gets shape only if
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subjected to load (even only its deadweight);
pre-stressed rope with already a straight line
(even without load).

More complex structures can be made up of
ropes: starting from simple objects such as a
piano, a guitar, which have stretched surfaces
formed by parallel ropes; but we can also find
parallel ropes in the realization of a traction
system, such as the antennas and the sailing
masts.

fig21 - Ropes’ net anchored to the borders.

The length of pre-stressed rope with no stress
applied is less than the minimum distance
between the two contact points: when the
temperature increases the reacting strength of
the rope decreases for the material expands,
and vice versa.
Supporting points never move even when there
is temperature difference: geometrical
positions of supporting points and of shaping
points are always the same.
The anchorage system can also be modified;
they can be full anchorages, anchorages only
for compression or for flexion and traction.
Two ropes intersecting always form flat
surfaces and volumes, either synclastic or
anticlastic (see fig22 and fig23).
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fig22 - Intersecting ropes shaping flat surfaces or spatial
volumes (Synclastic).

Finally, other systems can be realized in a
composite way such as: tri-dimensional
portable systems with ropes and membranes;
they need to be supported by pylons and
tripod; the latest ones resist to compression so
avoiding the collapse of the structure.

It is preferable to get four pylons instead of
three, so two of them resist to compression
and two to traction, or one to compression and
three to traction. In order to ensure the
stability, the ropes’ knots should be fixed in
the space according to at least four
dimensions (see fig24).
It is also possible to arrange an anchorage with
tripods anchored in three different directions,
so shaping various structures (see fig25).

fig25 - Anchorage with tripods.
fig23 - Intersecting ropes shaping flat surfaces or spatial
volumes (Anticlastic).

In the case of systems at pre-stressed ropes
the parts stressed by compression should
have a larger thickness, while the parts
stressed with tension are to be very thin.
Recapitulating we can design: structures
hanging as a shell, pure suspended structures,
prestressed structures, i.e. tensile ones (both
systems and rope nets)4.

fig24 – Anchorages.
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Examples of Tensile Membrane Structures in
the history
The most famous technological
experimentation of tensile structures was “[…]
inevitably tied up with the progress in Western
society”: this consideration written by Maria
Bottero in the ’70s can actually introduce one
of the most well-known genial systems made
out of these tensile structures: the Munich’s
Olympic games project, made up by Frei Otto
for the Games run from August the 26th to
September the 11th, 19725 (see fig26, fig27,
fig28, fig29).
The peculiar shape and grandiosity actually
provided to the spectators very strong
sensations: “[…] certainly, the attentive
observer will notice the gigantic size of the
columns, which like masts on a sailing ship,
hold up the roofing ‘sails’ by means of cables.
He will notice that from some angles the
stadium looks positively like a full-rigged ship
that for some unknown reasons has been left
stranded on land, instead of sailing across the
ocean as it would see more appropriate and
sensible. […] in the work of Le Ricolais and Frei
Otto, for example the figuration and
calculation of new possible structures start out
from a careful study of the natural phenomena,
such as the surface tension of the soap solution
films, or the structural configuration of certain
marine organisation (Radiolaria). These
possible new structures are generally not
limited by use determination, which does not
mean that these structures cannot be used.
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fig26 - Frei Otto’s Olympic Games project in Munich 1972: The
tensile structures (Source: AAVV (1972), Tensile, Space,
Pneumatic structures, a review of contemporary architecture,
in Zodiac n. 21 September, Edizioni Comunità, Milano).

fig27- Frei Otto’s Olympic Games project in Munich 1972:
Global view (Source: AAVV (1972), Tensile, Space, Pneumatic
structures, a review of contemporary architecture, in:
Zodiac n. 21 September, EdizioniComunità, Milano).

fig28 - Frei Otto’s Olympic
Games project in Munich
1972: plan and section
(Source: AAVV (1972),
Tensile, Space, Pneumatic
structures, a review of
contemporary architecture,
in: Zodiac n. 21 September,
Edizioni Comunità, Milano).
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fig29 - Frei Otto’s Olympic Games project in Munich 1972:
The stadium (Source: AAVV (1972), Tensile, Space, Pneumatic
structures, a review of contemporary architecture, in:
Zodiac n. 21 September, Edizioni Comunità, Milano).

On the contrary, once the advantages they offer
have been established (lightness, economy of
materials, capacity to cover large spaces), the
designer will be able to judge their most fitting
use. […] the Munich tensile structures provide
an opportunity for historical meditation, owing
both to the reactionary that sponsored them
(identification of social progress with
technological development) and to a correct
evaluation of the technical-scientific
contribution that made their realization
possible” 6. Some examples of a structural
reinforcement, to which the roof-membrane’s
ropes are hooked, and the reinforcement is
located externally to the system itself, is the
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Ice Stadium within the same Olympic Games,
designed by Otto (see fig30).
Also from the structural point of view the
Munich’s Games have been object of various
studies, such as for example the Mick
Hehekout’s one. He in fact declared that: “[…]
the supporting structure for the acrylic roof skin
is a prestressed cable net construction. These
cable net constructions ([…] started only in the
early fifties) have been developed to be
selected when the aim is to cover large spans
(SFB ‘64 in Stuttgart) with a minimum of
material input at least above ground level. […]
tension stressed members […] can be as thin and
as long as desired, while the material strength
can be increased to the technically possible
limits and at the same time completely utilized.
[…] in tensile structures we could for example very globally - distinguish three categories, very
severely connected with the form: suspended
shell structure, pure suspended structure,
prestressed cable net structure. […] (In the
second system) every loading must be beared by
tensile members, either parallel running over
the clear span or connected with each other to
form a network […] the perpendicular tensile
elements are not curved in case of a linear
curvature of the total roof; consequently, they
do not bear hardly any load. […]
The prestressed cable net is an answer to the
relative sensitiveness for deformations. The form
stability in this case is reached by loading, not by
weight […] The cable net structure is prestressed
by pre-stressing the downward cables.

fig30 – Frei Otto’s Olympic Games project in Munich 1972:
The Ice-stadium (Source: FRANCESE D. (1990), Spazio sonoro
spazio architettonico, Giannini ed. Napoli).

The surface which is represented by the
intersection points in discrete points, has in
every point an anticlastic curvature. When one
looks for example at the model of the cable
net test structure, then this facet seems
(following with the eye the standing cables) to
have a convex and (following the hanging
perpendicular cables) a concave curvature”7.
Apart from these well-known studies and
researches carried out and designed by Frei
Otto, in the past another example of tensile
structure was that employed to cover the
Milan Fiera in 1987 (see fig31).
This system, widely flexible, allows to create a
great number of different configurations and
of very high sizes, thanks to the capacity of
the pre-stressed ropes to absorb very strong
tensions.
Within these first experimentations actually
the climatic and comfort conditions indoor
were not yet considered, while later on some
studies started to develop.

For example in the worldly exposition EXPO
1992 in Seville, some tensile structures were
designed and built, mainly for making more
welcome the outdoor spaces (see fig32 and
fig33).
In fact, the Seville’s weather in summer is very
hot and dry, with very high levels of
temperature and even some picks around 37
°C, while the relative humidity does not go
beyond 11%. The site then required a double
degree of control: that of quality and
liveability of the internal spaces, but mainly
that of the outdoor ones.
This was arranged by inventing complex and
interacting each other’s structures, able to
modify the micro climatic conditions. There
was also a very innovative information system
for the automation of the appliances.

fig31 - Milan’s Fiera 1987 Picture (Source: FRANCESE D.
(1990) Spazio sonoro spazio architettonico, Giannini ed.
Napoli).
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fig32 - Seville's Expo 1992: Avenida Europa (Source:
RUFFILLI M. (a cura di) (1993), Tecnologia e architettura
bioclimatica all’Expo ’92 di Siviglia, BIDCAA, Napoli).

fig33 - Seville's Expo 1992: first sight of the tensile
structures (Source: https://www.architetturaeviaggi.it/
photogallery.php?par=spagna_FT_10).

The more frequented areas by audience were in
fact the external open-air spaces, but it was
unimaginable to leave the place completely
without any protection from the aforesaid very
hot and dry climate. Apart from the pedestrian
paths, covered with a filter-construction which
integrate green and water for cooling the paths
themselves, by means of simple portals at
tubular section aligned so as to shape a sort of
tunnel covered by vines, the other interesting
and innovative system in the Expo 92 is made up
by the Rotunda, as information point (see fig34).
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fig34 - Seville's Expo 1992: Rotunda. (Source: Ruffilli M.
(edited by) (1993) Tecnologia e architettura bioclimatica
all’Expo ’92 di Siviglia, BIDCAA, Napoli).

The latest was completed by means of a cone
shaped tensile structure made up of white
PVC, provided by an opening at the top of the
roof, suitable to allow the air entering at the
base and the warm air exit from the top.

Vaporizer and irrigation systems useful for
both the internal trees and for decreasing the
temperature of floor and roof, contribute to
make internal air fresh and humid, and, thanks
to the chimney effect - due to the peculiar
configuration of the tensile system – it is
possible to stay in this space at optimal
microclimatic conditions. In this environment
the passage moment between the long
promenade which from the pavilions leads to
the expected resting area is underlined also
symbolically by the various signs, both
bioclimatic and lighting: from the dry and
glaring heat which is felt outdoor one goes
towards the hosting freshness of the pleasant
shadow indoor (see fig35).

fig35 - Seville's Expo 1992: Rotunda’s working systems. (Source:
Ruffilli M. (edited by) (1993), Tecnologia e architettura
bioclimatica all’Expo ’92 di Siviglia, BIDCAA, Napoli).

Bioregionalism and Sustainability in the
Tensile Membrane Structures
Lately a great deal examples of tensile
structures have been designed, and the actual
problems have been partly solved, both of
structural and technological nature.
Here we would like to point out how the comfort
condition question can be faced during the
design stage, starting from a consideration:
according to the arisen needs that had led to the
choice of completing a tensile structure system,
many other selections can be done during the
design procedure and during the yard
preparation: all of them can go in the direction
of sustainable actions, or conversely just
neglecting the environmental items and
forgetting any possible negative impact. It is
obvious that the first important choice to be
made is that of the materials and products which
will be used both for the structural support and
for the structural roof, or membrane. Therefore,
the cables, the membranes and the rigid pylons
should at their turn be able to reduce the
Ecological Footprint. If PVC or similar oil-derived
prime matters are used for the membrane,
which is the greater amount of substance
needed for the completion of a tensile structure,
it is actually useless to construct a temporary
space with a flexible system, because all the
advantages provided by the fact that the system
do not create a great print and a permanent
damage on the territory, is on the other hand
nihilated by the all life-cycle’s negative impacts
that this PVC product can yield.
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Lately the most common materials employed
for tensile membrane and pneumatic
structures is the PTFE/Glass Fiber, which is not
so environmental negatively affecting the
environment as the PVC does, but it is still
difficult to recycle and to produce, in terms of
life cycle. There are in fact a great number of
substitutive materials with the same if not
better performances of the PVC membranes,
which can be adopted, but that are recyclable
and have a high level of naturality: one of
them is the hemp8. Moreover there is also the
question of the bioregionalism to be faced: if
the hemp, or another prime matter, is
produced locally, using it for the membrane
can help to promote local economy and job
employment, as well as remembering people
about the origin of their life, their
architecture, their materials, which being
regional, save the identity of the place and
recall to people their origin.

fig36 - Organic hemp canvas (Source:
https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/organic-hemp-c
anvas-fabric-for- waterproof_ 60716716745.html?spm=
a2700.7724857.normalList. 32.3f4e7f8b5KlXnl).
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Conclusion
Recapitulating, temporary buildings can be
considered as a sustainable system, due to their
respect to the existing milieu, both natural and
historic, as well as for the limited amount of
material resources they need for completion: in
particular as far as they are built taking account
of the life cycle and reducing the ecological
footprint and the environmental impact. These
can both be achieved by the use of very flexible
constructions, such as the tensile structures and
the membrane systems, mainly when they are
built with lightweight, sustainable and at great
naturality products. As far as the tensile
structures are concerned, it has also been briefly
shown how these can actually perform in terms
of loads and weights, how many typologies it is
possible to realize, and which kind of care
should the designers and the builders put during
the decisions process so as to achieve good
levels of bioclimatic and bioregionalist goals.
Finally it can be possible to reassume the great
number of different uses that these so flexible
systems can be suitable for; they can be useful
for covering archaeological sites (mainly in the
Mediterranean area where they are really a
great percentage of the heritage goods, and
need to be safeguarded for the posterity): the
aim can be supported by a very light system,
both in terms of structural resistance, compared
with the weight, as well as in terms of amount
of material employed: the latest is actually one
of the main goals of the sustainable
construction.

Tensile structures can ensure protection to
these ruins, while at the same time avoid
touching or interact with them in a very heavy
way, so respecting their identity and integrity
as well as guaranteeing people a hosting and
protected place, still being at the open air.
They can be built with natural products, such
as for example the hemp, and can ensure a
high level of recyclability at their end of life,
which is usually very shortcoming, being in
fact these system - as said - temporary.
Another use can be considered that of the roof
for temporary events, such as musical shows,
theatre representations, artistic or
architectural exhibitions, sport competitions,
little markets, all events that could also be
hosted within a closed and heavyweight
building constructed with a lot of material,
instead of within a temporary space:
nevertheless they are often left unused for
great part of the year, in between one event
and the other, so being actually a great
dilapidation of materials, energy and financing
management: when the space for the event is
instead temporary, and the system is a flexible
one, the saving in terms of materials, money,
energy and respect for the existing place before and after the event occurs - are
guaranteed, as well as the sustainability if the
aforesaid natural materials are employed.
Finally the most important and useful
employment of these tensile structures can be
considered that of the weathering protection:
either in winter, from rain (if the membrane is

impermeable) and wind, or in summer from
sun and heat, a tensile structured membrane
can become a hosting roof, creating in the
end, even in a public and open space, a social
gathering effect: in a world in which the
conviviality and the de-growth seem to strive
for becoming life philosophies, staying
together becomes the unique way for avoiding
to damage the environment and at the same
time to be happy.
And we can here recall the well-known
concept of the famous economist Latouche:
“[…] a policy design […] of constructing, in the
North as well as in the South, convivial,
autonomous and sober societies, […] the
degrowth project is […] a utopia, or in other
words a source of hope and dreams. Far from
representing a flight into fantasy, it is an
attempt to explore the objective possibility of
its implementation… degrowth is a political
project […] it means building convivial
societies that are autonomous and economical
in both the North and the South”9, and
following this logic, de-growing temporary
systems, instead of making our cities to grow
more and more every day becomes necessary
and mandatory.
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To write a paper about tensile structures it is in
fact to write about Frei Otto. And this text will
reserve him a central role. Even though it is also
possible to start a tale on these fascinating
structures long before that the brilliant German
architect had been involved with them.
Tensile structures can be defined as
load-bearing structures in which most of the
elements are not capable of compression and
flexural strength. In other words, most of the
elements do not have a definite shape of their
own but assume what the tension stresses assign
to them in mutual contrast with the other
elements. This is why tensile structures could
be defined as structures deriving from “active
tension” in the same manner that timber post

form gridshells (of which Otto himself was a
sublime interpreter) can be defined as
structures deriving from “active bending”.
Thus all the tents belonging to the ancient
nomadic and military building traditions as all
the “velarium” used to shade and protect parts
of ordinary constructions (see for example the
coverings of Roman amphitheatres) or even the
Tibetan bridges and, at least in part, all types
of suspension bridges can all be classified as
tensile structures. Actually the modern tensile
structures arouse when the three-dimensional
complexity of ancient “velariums” and
traditional tents shapehad met the almost
completely two-dimensional geometric-structural
rigor of suspension bridges.
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Essentially they are born thanks to the work of
the Russian engineer Vladimir Choukhov who in
1896,in the Pan-Russian Exposition of
Nijni-Novgorod, built four extraordinary
buildings, the most particular of which is
surely the “Round”: «The Round roof as Rainer
Graefe accounts (68,30 m in diameter, 15 m in
height) consists of two suspended roof
structures. Between a rigid ring carried by 16
pillars and a similar compression ring, located
on the outer wall, is stretched a network
consisting of 640 plates riveted to each other
(51,5 x 5 mm, reach of the lattice 21,50 m)»1.
And, like Brian Foster underlines,
«By proposing as a structure a thin
three-dimensional surface, Shukhov has
achieved a fundamental advance in relation to
the concept, essentially two-dimensional, of
the suspension bridge, which had so severely
constricted the imagination of
nineteenth-century designers»2.
The reduced circulation of information,
amplified from the cultural self-isolation of
the Soviet Russia, ensured that in order to see
a roof based on the same principles in the
West, we have to wait for the French Pavilion
at the Zagreb Fair, created in 1934 by Robert
Camelot in collaboration with Bernard
Laffaille. With a similar structural pattern,
made up of 12 pillars that support a circular
compressed ring to which, in this case, was
suspended a super lightweight metallic veil
shaped as an inverted truncated cone of 33
meters in diameter.
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This “skin” (of 800 m2 and 2 mm of thickness)
was put in place with the help of metal sheet
elements pre-shaped in workshop and welded
on site. It reached a new lightness record, at
the time, of 18 kg for covered square meter.
Once again 17 years later Laffaile, in the
Mechanical Industry Centre, used the idea of a
horse saddle shaped roof made up of members
in tension suspended by two reinforced concrete
arches. Almost concurrently in the United
States, based on an idea of Matthew Nowicki, a
very young Russian architect died at age of 40 in
a plane crash, the Norwegian engineer Fred
Severud conceived the JS Dorton Arena (become
famous as Paraboleon), a paradigmatic building
of the later defined "Cable network" structures.
The large Arena (92 by 97 meters) completed in
Railegh North Carolina in 1953, is built with the
crossing of two reinforced concrete arches, with
about thirty degrees inclination and supported
by thin steel studs of variable height.
Along the perimeter is set up the network
consisting of two about ninety degrees crossing
orders of parallel cables: the first series of
cables, with upward curvature, is load-bearing
and is counteracting with the second, with
downward curvature, that has a stabilising
function; the resulting meshes are then patched
with squared corrugated iron panels, with a
maximum size of 1,80 m. Is exactly from this
mutual counteraction among stretched
elements, belonging to separated and
contrasting systems, that the base principle of
modern tensile structures is born.

Then after the innovative system was declined
with various forms and techniques again by
Severud together with Eero Saarinen, with the
ice stadium of New Haven and with the Terminal
of the international airport Dulles in Washington
as much as from Laffaille together with René
Sarger with the French Pavilion and with the
Marie Thumas Pavilion at the Universal
Exposition from Brussels in 1958 (made with
Guillaume Gillet and Jean Prouvé).
It is precisely the North Carolina Arena that
baptizes the entrance on the scene of a very
young Frei Otto that during his prize trip, after
graduating in Architecture at the Technical
University of Berlin, had the occasion to be,
thanks to Saarinen's presentation, a curious guest
at Severud's studio.
The lively imagination of Otto was so strongly
impressed by this singular structural typology
that he later choose it as the theme of his PhD
thesis dedicated exactly to the suspended
coverings and his book entitled Das Hängende
Dach, has a picture of the Dorton Arena on the
front cover. Still a graduate student, Otto
realized that the dynamics between the series of
cables of the Arena can be generated alike, on a
smaller scale, between the warp and the weft of
a normal fabric made of tiny orthogonal cables
interwoven together to form a small square
shaped grid. He realized that, by subjecting a
fabric to appropriate stresses, the non-flexural
strength of the threads and the possible variation
of the corners of the micro-quadrilaterals can
generate a new extraordinary family of shapes.

So he started sending letters to several
outdoor tents manufacturers operating in
Germany, asking to help him experiment with
his theories. One of these, Peter Stromeyer of
L. Stromeyer & Co, accepted the challenge of
the young scholar and invited him to spend a
period of time in the family factory that stood
near Konstanz. Mark Zeh reports the
atmosphere of this mythical working week
spent together by Frei and Peter: «In his
writings, Otto describes his work with
Stromeyer during their first week together in
Konstanz in 1953 as ‘the most productive
working weeks in his entire life’. Otto goes on
to describe a personal interaction with
Stromeyer, starting with them agreeing that
in order to understand how to work with
membranes, they had to begin with ‘the
simplest’ possible forms. He describes their
process of discovery by doing, where the
saddle makers, carpenters and other
craftspeople at Stromeyer would quickly
fabricate prototypes of the ideas created by
Otto and Stromeyer»3. From thinking to doing,
from simple to complex Zeh’s sentence
completely gives back the creative
atmosphere of the encounter between the two
intellects that enhance, in practical doing,
first the ability to learn, then that of
understanding and, finally, to overlook at the
climax of the discovery, of the invention.
The Otto-Stromeyer duo, strengthen by the
experiences gained during the “magic week”,
undertook the design process of the pavilions for
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the editions of the Bundesgartenschau (Federal
Garden Exhibition) between 1955 and 1963.
The projects began with the Four-Point Tent in
occasion of the Music Pavilion for the Kassel
1955 edition: a small pavilion with a relatively
simple geometry generated by the
deformation of a quadrangular sheet in which
the angles of a diagonal are held high by small
strut, and the two corners of the other
diagonal are fixed at the bottom and
constrained directly to the ground. In the
Tanzbrunnen Pavilion, built on a dance floor
for the 1957 Cologne edition, following the
already cited path from simple to complex,
the form is based on an octagonal shape. As
Rosalba La Creta notes, «The roof not only
protects the dancers from rain but also
reflects sounds and lights on the dance floor
of which follows the ring shape with a spatial
geometry resulting from the radial
aggregation of a series of horse saddle
surfaces, according to an undulating shape
open in the center.
The membrane that forms it, made of
waterproofed translucent cotton fabric, is
stretched between a central tension cable,
edge cables and radial ridge and groove
cables. The latter, alternating with
respectively opposite curvatures, ensure the
wave form and the surface anticlasticity»4.
Ultimately Otto and Stromeyer were the first
to make prototypes in which the structural
principle of maximizing stretched elements
over compressed ones is carried to its extreme
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consequences, to the point that the shape of
the latter depends on that of the stretched
membrane. «In other words – write Giulio
Pizzetti and Anna Maria Zorgno, rightly
attributing the authorship of the construction
system entirely to Otto – he succeeded in
proposing the equilibrium schemes of these
spatial fabrics reducing to the minimum the
support elements working in compression and
trying to carry the loads to the ground
eminently through negative support reactions,
that is through constraints still stressed to
traction. In this way he could avoid the
complex flexural problems that inevitably occur
in the arches or in the rings of the previous
tensile structures, which still used compressed
parts in reinforced concrete or in steel
provided with geometries of its own, while an
appropriate choice of the positions and
inclinations of the struts, as well as of the
tracing and anchoring of the edge cables,
allowed him a bright enhancement of the
tensile structure physiognomic essence»5.
For the design of these pavilions, Frei Otto
develops a technique unprecedented in the
construction world: the one based on the
"theory of minimal surfaces", worked out in the
previous century by illustrious scholars such as
Euler and Joseph-Louis Lagrange.
It is possible to realise models that precisely
mimic these laws using soap films that naturally
arrange themselves according to the minimal
surface suitable to connect the edges of a thin
metal frame submerged into a solution.

That is, given the exact perimeter, the soap
film naturally assumes the shape provided with
the minimum area which is also the one with
zero mean curvature. The designs of the
pavilions for the Bundesgartenschau were
therefore generated by fixing the contours of
the forms and finding the surfaces.
In practice, the project arises from the
definition of an operational process that
starting from a theory formulated in the field
of geometry, finds a modelling method based
on a natural phenomenon that respects the
same law and generates the form using a
simplification of this model.
The resulting form is a reasonable
intermediate between the expressive will of
the designer and the matter behaviour which,
given the imposed constraints, is distributed
according to a law of nature: the designer
does not impose the form on the object but it
is inspired by the natural laws for the for
form-finding. Perhaps the interest in the laws of
nature is what drove Otto to found in 1961, with
his friend biologist Gerhard Helmcke, the
Biology and Building Research Group in which
biologists helped designers to use nature as a
model for resistant forms and architects
explained to biologists the structural reasons for
some natural forms.
This stimulating process of interdisciplinary
research quickly leads Otto to desire an
equipped and available space that allows him to
resume the path taken with Stromeyer. So he
first of all founded the Institute for

Development of Lightweight Construction in
Berlin, a small private research centre, and
then, some years later, to take the leadership of
the new Institute for Lightweight Structures
(Institut für Leichte Flächentragwerke - "IL") at
the University of Stuttgart.
In these research facilities, physical modelling
methods such as those based on the analysis of
soap films are flanked by other systems, such as
those based on elastic fabrics, on upside-down
models and others more. These methods will
also be used for other types of structures
designed in the following years. In 1964 the
German Federal government announced a
competition entitled "The man and the world" to
assign the design of the German Pavilion at the
Montreal Universal Exhibition; Frei Otto, at the
age of 40, won, in collaboration with Rolf
Gutbord and with the technical assistance of the
engineers Fritz Leonhardt and Wolfhart Andrä,
the first prize with a project that covered an
area of 8.000 m². The Montréal pavilion
represents the end point of the innovative
path that will lead to the definition of the
structural type of the tensile structure and, to
some extent, a symbolic closure of the circle.
From the cable network of the Raleigh Arena
we move to Otto's fabrics until the German
architect himself proposes, for the first time,
a cable network structure again.
From the first pavilions of Choukhov, the first
to cover buildings using only a few compression
stressed supports and a membrane composed
exclusively of stretched elements, we move to
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Severud's cable networks, where the structure
is still set on massive reinforced concrete
compressed elements, integrated in
counter-action with the cables system; we
then move on to the experiments of Sarger,
and in particular to the Marie Thumas, in
which the compressed members resemble the
spars that Otto will use later on, but where
the stretched part of the structure is still a
brace for the compressed metal struts; and
finally we reach the Montreal Pavilion, where
the stretched part and the compressed part
are two almost independent systems; the
metal struts are cable-stayed among them and
on the ground with large strands of 50 mm in
diameter, while the cable network is made
with another series of much thinner elements,
with a diameter of 12 mm.
The translucent envelope is made of a
polyester fibre fabric coated with PVC and is
suspended from the network of cables from
the inside. It is impossible to close this largely
incomplete review of Otto’s tensile structures
without citing the most relevant event also in
size: the giant cable network roof for the
Munich Olympic Village built in 1972 with the
same structural principles described for
Montreal: here the complex tensile structure
covers an area of 74.000 m2, including the
stadium, the swimming pool and the sports
hall as well as all the passages and connections
between the various facilities.
The covering shell, designed by Otto in
collaboration with Günter Behnisch & Partner,
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differs from the 1964 Pavilion because it uses
panels of translucent acrylic material which,
viewed from the outside, break up the
continuous surface of the roof into an infinity
of small planar elements that give the complex
the image of a gigantic prehistoric animal.
In the conception/design/realization of tensile
structures, more consistently than in his
extraordinarily interesting others realizations,
Frei Otto refers to the discovery by doing,
resorts to physical models which use the laws
of nature to activate processes of form
finding. This extraordinary coherence makes
his tensile structures an emblematic whole of
a type of structure that will condition a
generation of lightness fanatic builders in the
following thirty years.
Frei Otto was certainly a prophet for this
group to the point that Shigeru Ban begins his
tribute to the German master, on the occasion
of the posthumous victory of the Pritzker Price
in 2015, with these words: “What do you want
to become, brick?” The brick answered, “I
want to become an arch”. I think that Frei
Otto was an architect who kept asking the
“air” what it wanted to become»6.
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appropriata delle posizioni e delle inclinazioni dei
piloni, nonché del tracciato e dell’ancoraggio dei cavi
di bordo, gli permise una luminosa valorizzazione
dell’essenza fisionomica della tensostruttura».
6 - Cited in Pritzker Price website:
https://www.pritzkerprize.com/laureates/frei-otto. I
In Italian: «Louis Kahn chiese al mattone, “Cosa vuoi
diventare, mattone?” Il mattone rispose, “Voglio
diventare un arco”. Penso che Frei Otto sia stato un
architetto che continuava a chiedere all’aria cosa
volesse diventare».
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«Hemp is a sustainable and environmental
friendly crop that can provide valuable raw
materials to a large number of industrial
applications. Traditionally harvested at full
flowering for textile destinations, nowadays
hemp is mainly harvested at seed maturity for
dual-purpose applications and has a great
potential as multipurpose crop. However, the
European hemp fiber market is stagnating if
compared to the growing market of hemp
seeds and phytocannabinoids.
To support a sustainable growth of the hemp
fiber market, agronomic techniques as well as
genotypes and post-harvest processing should
be optimized to preserve fiber quality during
grain ripening, enabling industrial processing
and maintaining, or even increasing, actual
fiber applications and improving high-added
value applications»1.

«Climate change (increases in temperature,
changes in precipitation and decreases in ice
and snow) is occurring globally and in Europe;
some of these observed changes have
established records in recent years»2.
Hemp farming is able to efficiently mitigate
the climate change interfering with the causes
of the Changes. A renewable resource is also
defined “sustainable” if the reproduction rate
is equal or higher than the consuming rate.
This concept implies the need of a rational use
of the renewable resources; water and
greenwood are nowadays renewable resources
used in an unsustainable way. The hemp
production chain is an excellent example of
circular economy, a sustainable chain from the
environmental, social and economic point of
view. Hemp farming heals the environment
during the growing phase, for several reasons.
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First, it does not requires fertilizers,
herbicides and phytosanitary treatments, and
for this reason it preserves the soil, the air and
the aquifer from the contamination of
chemicals; moreover, it does not requires
irrigation, allowing sparing the water resource,
which is a critical issue in the agriculture, and
allowing reducing the related energy
consumption and the carbon emissions. It is to
be noted that other coltures require high
irrigation efforts.
Corn, for example, requires about 6000 cubic
meters of water per hectare. Field processing
are not requierrd, unlike other coltures, and
therefore it does not involves the use of
agricultural vehicles and the consequent fuel
consumption and carbon emissions.
The easiness of the colture contributes to the
recovery of disused soils, preserving them
from wind and water erosion, from
desertification and abandonment of waste; it
improves the soils fertility with its tapering
roots, which recover nutrients and nitrogenous
substances up to 2 meters depth.
When the leaves falls to the ground, these
substances are released into the soils,
improving their fertility also for the successive
coltures.
Moreover, its enormous mass (80 tons of green
mass per hectare), offers high benefits to the
environment for its air filtration capacity and
oxygen production; the hemp contrasts the
deforestation, due to the high yield of 12 tons
of dry mass per hectare achievable in only five
months, which are equivalent to a one
year-yield of a greenwood hectare; It enters
helpfully into the agriculture rotation, on the
contrary of the Short Rotation Forestry (SRF)
which, having plurennial cycles, subtracts the
soils to the food coltures.
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Moreover, the SRF requires, for its
maintenance, high energy consumption for
mechanical and water interventions, use of
herbicides and phytosanitary treatments
which, furthermore, contribute to pollute air,
soil and aquifer for the whole cultural cycle.
Its derived products, also, heal the
environment in the following ways:
Textile: hemp fabric has high humidity
absorption and dispersion capacity. Being a
hollow fibre, it is characterized by a
thermostatic effect which allows exploiting
a “natural insulation”.
Besides, its use reduces the use of
non-sustainable fibres;
Building: due to its thermal and acoustic
isolation, hemp fibre is the organic material
able to replace fossil materials such as rock
wool, glass wool, and plastics such as
expanse polystyrene, displaying even higher
performances and without involving high
processing temperatures and carbon
emissions. Fibres and shives are an excellent
raw material for the production of brick,
mortar, thermal coat and innovative cements
used for energy saving applications in the
conditioning of buildings;
Automotive: in order to satisfy the UN
targets, renowned car manufacturers employ
hemp fibers and shives for thermal and
acoustic insulation in the engine and the
passenger compartments;
Alimentary: characterized by outstanding
and rare nutraceutical values, hemp seeds
are considered a complete food under the
protein profile, and they contain high
amounts of essential fat acid omega-3 and
omega-6;
Paper industry: hemp fibre contains almost
70% of cellulose and low amount of lignin.

fig01 - Hemp fabrics3

Therefore, it does not require the use of acids
for the cellulose extraction process. Moreover,
both hemp fibres and shives are white, not
requiring even a chemical whitening process,
as for wood; biopolymers4 can be obtained by
hemp and used in substitution of fossil
plastics; in building, the CO2 captured by hemp
in the growing phase remains captured in the
composite materials based on lime/cement
and hemp (about 400 kg of CO2 per ton of dry
mass). Hemp and derived products heal the
environment also after life: in agriculture,
soils get enriched by hemp, and they will be
available for the natural agricultural rotation,
conferring many benefits to the food coltures,
that will need less use of fertilizers and
herbicides; in the environment, all hemp
products, being organic, are not to be
disposed in landfills, but they represent a
valuable secondary raw material for recovery
and transformation processes.

fig02 – Bioplastics for the production of automotive components5
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Hemp production and transformation chain on
one side reduces the use of non-sustainable
renewable resources and the use of fossil
materials and, on the other side, it allows
recovering the end-of-life products and
reintroducing them in the economic system.
These two factors are the main principles of
the circular economy we need to reconnect
the man with nature.

fig03_field planted with hemp

fig.4 - hemp insulation panels
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Introduction
In ancient times the main cause for high
weight of sustaining systems was due to bad
structural performance and modest ratio
values between the strength and weight of the
used materials. Withstanding stones and bricks
only to compression, they were used for
construction schemes that were based on
stabilizing the effect of gravity.
For this reason, domes, vaults, and arches
were built with greater thickness to ensure
that the curve of pressures generated by the
weight of the structure would be less affected
by accidental loads. With the introduction of
new geometric mathematical knowledge, of
new building materials such as steel,

reinforced concrete, and membranes and of a
more “sustainable” thought (in terms of
material-realization and environmental
impacts), the relationship between
“load-bearing weight and weight that is
carried” is considerably reduced, thus allowing
to associate new and more efficient
constructions schemes and structural
typologies. The tensile structures, for example,
whose discovery of the structural system has
very ancient origins, are able to return an
excellent compromise between weight and
resistance by favoring also the possibility of
covering large lights with limited anchoring
points that are only structurally opposed to the
monumentality of classic structures.
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This contribution intends to investigate the
theoretical-architectural development
carried out in the field of “lightweight
structures”, with particular reference to
structures that use textile membranes and
ropes that represent an avant-gardes method
in the history of architecture and engineering.
These references will lead to formal technical
developments that will partially change the
notion of building envelope and volume and
proceed towards a reduction of structural
material.
Nature, man, and new expressions in
temporary space
Every living creature on Earth has ever
modified its traits to adapt to changes in its
surrounding environment. On the contrary,
man, in most cases, has always modified
nature to meet his needs.
Man has not changed its physical features but
it has certainly found alternative methods to
be able to hunt, find shelter and defend
himself.Since man began using rudimentary
tools for cutting timber or shaping stone the
shelters created by natural elements became
actual built structures.
Thus as a result of time elapsing and space, as
well as of the evolution of human civilizations,
and of environmental and climatic factors, the
concept of “home” was transformed from the
first instance of an architectural structure
capable of representing values of culture and
behaviors of population.
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Emanuele Severino affirmed that “the first
“Raumgestaltung”, a configuration of space, is
the luminous open space delimited by the fire
around which we gather.
“Natural” shelters (trees, caves, and rocky
ledges) is found; the luminous walls raised by
the fire that keep the darkness at bay are
produced, they are already a configuration of
space. But as man seeks shelter within his
home due to its fears, so his way of
construction […] is conditioned by the shape of
his fear, or based on the way man perceives
the world in which he lives in and thus on the
way he understands the fundamental danger,
the root of the risks man faces by living”1.
In this sense, behaviors, geometry, materials,
and time are determinant factors of organized
solutions, capable of fulfilling the searched
function, by characterizing new architectural
and engineering expressions created in a
specific time and in a dated place which stand
for a base of evolutive practice of
construction. In this scenario the project
becomes an act of synthesis between function,
material, and technology that are all therefore
inseparably connected.
The availability of the materials, the need to
move to conquest new horizons, have pushed
man to create “light” solutions that allow him,
in a short amount of time, to create adequate
shelter. The subject of lightness finds
declination in the need to define a precise
relationship between matter, space, and time
that translates into a natural search for

fig01 - An example of spider grid (source:
https://studiotomassaraceno.org/news).

balance, in thought-out use and calculated
distribution of matter through precise
geometric rules capable of responding to
adaptation according to those elements
characterizing the external environment.
In fact, by observing what nature has already
been able to create, it is possible to draw
useful insight and investigations in different
fields of application.
By studying a spider web (see fig01), for
example, solutions can arise inspired by the
anchoring of silk, particularly stressed in the
case of distributing loads like the wind, for the
project of anchorages of extreme robustness,
which is a concept of great interest in both the
engineering and civil field.
Lightness associated to precision and
determination never left to chance (Calvino,
1988, p. 17), is capable of emphasizing the
“value” it contains in evoking symbols and
interpretations as well as giving concrete

answers to man's needs, such as temporaneity
and transportability. Temporary architecture
has always combined flexible and textile
materials which allow for rapid assembly,
disassembly, re-use, recycling disposal and ease
of transport from one place to another.
Such answers can be found for example, in
tents, in the transportable shelters of the
nomadic civilizations, of the Mongolian
shepherds from Central Asia who in search or
rich pasture, were forced to make long journeys.
This whole is translates in the “Yurta” (see
fig02), a particular transportable tent-cabin
that according to low-tech concepts, meets
simultaneously family needs and mobility,
through a technical, formal and social
expressiveness typical of that civilization and
of the environmental conditions in which the
hut was erected.

fig02 - An example of “Yurta”, transportable tent-cabin.
(source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Syr_Darya_
Oblast._Kyrgyz_Yurt_WDL10968.png).
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In fact this structure2, that is usually made of
wood covered by a membrane of sheep’s wool
felt mats varies dimensionally according to the
conformation and needs of the family nucleus
living in it, emphasizing the social and
economic level of the occupants also through
the colors and external decorations.
According to Pierluigi Nicolin elements such as
“lightness, transparency, flexibility, insertion in
the environmental, and temporary nature” are
features that are obtained through wise use of
technology and they represent a metamorphosis
of the Vitruvian principles of firmitas, utilitas,
venustas, by producing “a sort of exorcism
towards violence immanent in architectural
action” (Nicolin, 1999, p. 18). The creation of
solutions that guarantee internal and external
bioclimatic comfort in support of the concept
of lightness is another key factor in the history
of architecture that can also be observed for
example in the roman Velarium (see fig03).

fig03 - An example of “Velarium”. (source:
http://www.romeinspompeii.net/amphitheater1.html).
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This mobile cover, made of multiple veils of
hemp fabric, was used in Roman theaters and
amphitheaters to guarantee the spectators
adequate protection in the case of bad
weather. It employes a system of ropes and
sliding sails that managed to adapt to the path
of the sun and provide ample shade in the
arenas during outdoor shows (Zanelli, 2003).
The aim is to succeed to create dynamic
spaces and objects, moving toward a different
way of construction, no longer meant as an
irreversible and permanent action, but that
can adapt from time to time to the needs of a
society in continuous and constant change.
A society or “modern liquidity” (Bauman,
2002) characterized by an intrinsic instability
in continuous evolution, by the modification of
type and construction technologies as well as
by the different ways of using private and
public spaces.
Structure, lightness, sustainability
From an architectural point of view, the
ancient bynomial typology-technology seems
destined to split up, and give way to endless
variations that use light materials, reversible
connections, and dry assembly to meet the
needs of usage variability within a temporal
sphere of space-time.
In this regard, «the most important moments
in the history of architecture coincide with the
moments of structural discoveries that
originate from a dual arrangement of
knowledge: geometric configurations that are

the means used to display the architectural
space and the technology of materials, which
are the means to build in real life» (Emmerich,
1970, p. VII).
«Sustainability achieved through the use of
“light” and low-impact technologies could
allow to make each architectural project
responsible, and to tend to result inherently
sustainable, by achieving the goal of lowering
fuel consumption and taking more care for the
needs of individuals and environmental
safeguard. The technology of tensile
membrane structures is clearly placed in this
line of sustainable technological culture,
oriented to the transformation processes’
general dematerialization. Within the latest
processes, by exploting at the best the
innovation, minimun amount of material with
the highest possible output is employed».
(Losasso, 2014, p. 419). The concept of
lightness is added to the structure and to
"sustainable thinking" as a «value to transmit
to the new millenium in order to contrast a
world which is becoming all of stone […] also
understood as “design troughtfulness” in
contrast to the eclectic formal spectalarity of
linguistic codes that tend to divide what we
see from what we think» (Vittoria, 2014).
A sophisticated research on this subject was
done by Frei Otto in all his projects that take
advantage of, among other things, lightness,
bendability, and resistance of the materials
and shells used to govern structures that are
scientifically arranged.

fig04 - Classifications of possible forms with
two-dimensionalelements. Drawing byFrei Otto.
(source: SONGEL, J.M. (2010), Frei Otto and the debate
about the genesis of architectural form, in: “EGA. Revista
de Expresión Gráfica Arquitectónica”, page 7. [on-line]
available at:
https://riunet.upv.es/bitstream/handle/10251/8894/Son
gel%2c%20J.M.%20%27Frei%20Otto%20and%20the%20genesi
s%20of%20architectural%20form%27.pdf?sequence=1&isAll
owed=y, accessed: 8th August 2019.
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«His so-called “light structures” originate
mainly from observing many forms that nature
creates spontaneously and that can be
considered optimal shapes, for nature expresses
and develops its manifestations with a minimal
waste of energy. […] The choice for these type
of structures is not accidental, but is due to the
fact that in this way it is possible to achieve
trasparent and not heavy roofs (permanent or
temporary) leading to a enormous reduction of
material in comparison to what is needed for
the major part of the classic structures.
This can also be translated into an immediate
reduction in costs» (Brugellis, Piccardo, 2006).
These “light structures” also referred to as
“membrane structures” or “tensile structures”
are flexible architectures, dismountable for dry
assembly systems. They are also retractable or
extensible or even telescopic pantographic and
therefore able to occupy spaces that are
permanent or semi-permanent without causing
serious changes on the site. They are dynamic
configurations, scenographic and ever-changing;
they are fluid architectures resistant according
to shape; they can be considered a
“dematerialization of volume” and a
representation of “ecological revolution” of
construction that mitigates the depletion of
natural heritage. The technology of light
structures, or in other words, the construction
aspects of those architectural organisms in
which the “maximum stripping of form”
(Guazzo, 1998, p. 23), is achieved through a
wise balance between the knowledge of
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physical-mechanics, executive techniques and
the potential of materials.
A “dematerialization and stripping”, dealt with
and achieved through the use of other materials
such as reinforced concrete, can be found in the
architecture of the Spanish naturalized Mexican
architect Felix Candelà. He was capable of
perceiving the architectural potential of a new
material pushing towards the discovery of new
ways to use them and, simultaneously, he was
able to amaze through his “hyperbolic
paraboloids” (see fig05).
The correct mechanical behaviour , the ease of
construction, the repetitiveness, the modulation
and in addition the automation, are the
characteristics that can be found in the formal
and constructed avant-garde of the Spanish
architect Emilio Pérez Piñero. Awarded as a
student in 1961 during the International Congress
of Architects (UIA), he appeared at Candelà’s
watch (a member of the jury along with Richard
Buckminster Fuller) as an innovator and resolver
of some challenges that Candelà also
experienced in his past work (Gómez De Cózar,
2008, p. 135). On that occasion, in fact, the
Commission was astonished by the proposal of a
light structure for a reclosable and removable
theater, which could be made entirely in the
factory and moved to its temporary of definitive
position with extreme ease. This represented a
cutting edge study for that time and a reference
point for subsequent studies and realizations, for
example, of tensegral membrane and
transformable structures.

fig05 - Félix candela (1960), Bacardi visitor pavilion, San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
(source: © The Bacardi Heritage Foundation).

fig06 - Emilio Pérez Piñero (1961), Structures déployables
(source: https://www.t-o-m-b-o-l-o.eu/beauregard/
emilio-perez-pinero/).

These avanguards find their roots in those light
structures, studied and designed by the Russian
architect and engineer
Šuchov that, according to Frei Otto, can be
considered “as the first structures where the
coverage membrane and the structure were
the same entity”. Seen as the Russian Edison
for the amount and quality of his pioneering
work, Vladimir G. Šuchov was the first to come
up with methods of calculation for determining
the stresses and deformations of beams,
plates, and membranes on elastic foundations
(Giovannardi, 2007). His method was
developed by successive approximations
between the theoretical analysis of the
problem - with the use of sophisticated
differential equations, most likely derived
from a synthesis of the work of the Russian
mathematician
- and
the analysis of practical feasibility which
considers both construction and economic
issues.
Theory and practice, design and execution,
technical perfections and economy of the
interventions (during the stages of production,
installation, and disposal) are old connections
that are still current today. Following these
principles, Šuchov realizes, among other
things, the first suspended roof on a circular
building in Moscow, in 1893. In 1986, for the
designed and built eight steel pavilions with
suspended light roof and timber-framed vaults,
able to cover an area of 27.000 m2.
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fig08 - Electricity pylons on the Oka (1989) (source:
and for more information see the website:
http://www.shukhov.ru/deutsch.html).

fig07 - hyperbolic water towers in various designs. «Suchov
always varied the form and proportions of the structures in
all standardization efforts. Adulded towers built between
1902 and 1915, high (without cages) from 10 to 36 m, holding
between 60,000 and 600,000 l». (source: DANIEL, E. (2004),
Vladimir Suchov, in: “Tec21 n.41-2004”, ETH-Bibliothek, page
10. [on-line] available at http://doi.org/10.5169/
seals-108449, accessed 8th August 2019.

He designed a water tower (see fig07) with a
hyperboloid structure that served as a model for
another 30 similar structures built in Russia and
a thousand more built in the rest of the world.
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Furthermore, he developed a new variety of
wooden constructions and new structural and
construction schemes, known as “rotation
hyperboloids”and “hyperbolic paraboloids”,
that utilize his (Šuchov’s) analytical abilities
on surfaces with double curvature already
discovered by
,a
Russian mathematician and scientist.
In 1919, at Lenin’s request he designed a
hyperboloid tower with nine sections and a
height of 350 m for the construction of an
antenna for the radio of the Russian state.
Due to lack of material the tower was instead
built with six sections 150 m high, through the

application of a “telescopic”method, one of
his original installation ones, in accordance to
the shape of a rotating hyperboloid.
Nine years later Šuchov built six high voltage
pylons, with a height up to 120 m, where he
managed to further improve the ethereal
weight of these structures.
It is still very clear that “the innovation of
material and technique in architecture and
engineering can be studied only by starting
from architecture itself, and therefore from
the fabrics built in a certain time and at a
specific place”.
This assumption, all within technology and
construction techniques, leads indeed towards
architecture and its methods of expression.
Expressions that are found in the architectural
shape resulting from the natural response of
materials to the laws of gravity and to the
solicitation of nature.
These conditions can be found in the
expression of lightness in the structures of
rafters and rods of Richard Buckminster
Fuller who, taking advantage of the practice
and technique of his time, works on the
development of geodesic3 domes and develops
a structural system called tensegrity, which
means «self-tensioning structures composed of
rigid structures and cables, with forces of
traction and compression, which form an
integrated whole» (Da Silva, Farbiarz, 2016, p.
2007), which will influence artists and
designers all over the world and will resolve
also the issue of “big lights”.

fig09 - Richard Buckminster Fuller with some of his
structures: tensegrity and geodedic dome, in the Fuller
exhibition, Modern Museum - NY - 1960 (source:
https://wiki.ucfilespace.uc.edu/groups/retzlecj_09a_32a
rtn522001/wiki/4c1cd/phase_III_a__conceptual_analysispr
ogrambubble_diagrams.html).

The “tensegrity” is the propriety demonstrated
by a system that uses cables (traction) and
rigidity from other elements (usually steel,
wood, or bamboo) capable of acting together
and at the same time under inherent stresses
(traction and compression), so offering greater
resistance and formal stability. This
architecture organization forms a continuous
field of tensions and compressions in constant
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balance, with a behavior biologically similar to
the structural relationship that links bones and
muscles. To this end, the contemporary American
sculptor Kenneth Snelson, a former student of
Buckminster Fuller, has played an essential role
in the development of the structural system,
working with pieces composed by rigid and
flexible components, which allowed R. B. Fuller
to develop the theoretical idea of the analysis of
traction integrity. The work of Snelson that best
interprets the tensegral system is the Needle
Tower from 1968 (see fig10), located outside the
Museum Hirshhorn and Sculpture Garden in
Washington D.C. The structure is 18 meters tall,
6,18 meters wide and 5,42 meters long.
This shows that «progress is an achievement that
should be defended and oriented, and should be
linked with the trought of complexity: the
presence of heterogeneity should be connected
to unity, by developing a sensibility that, rather
than isolating objects, can study their
connection with the environment» (Losasso,
2014, p. 417).

fig10 - Needle Tower Installation (source:
kennethsnelson.net/sculptures/outdoor-works/needle-tower/).
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The complexity of these systems is associated
with different problems that can be found in the
"search for form; definition of the state "0";
geometric and material nonlinearity;
one-sidedness of efforts; unilateral discrete and
continuous contact; viscoelasticity; short and
long lasting creeping; wind-induced dynamic
effects; collaboration with anchoring structures;
inelastic analysis and instability; ultimate and
operational limit states; critical collapse at high
temperatures; experimental tests; construction
technologies» (Majowiecki, 1994, p. 40-41).
In addition, there is also the unconventional type
of design that must be performed in this field.
In fact, where in normal roof structures on-board
system is a support, in membrane structures it
becomes an "anchor".
The same construction details, the execution of
the details and the assembly open up different
perspectives and problems to be faced both by
the designers and on yard. «Textile membranes
are particularly well placed, with a satisfactory
degree of compliance in relation to the factors
and indicators of sustainability and
environmental technology described below. It is
well know that the weak point of membranes
concerns the durability of materials that
constitute them.
However, if the productivity of a material
improves when, under conditions of non decay of
its performance, its useful is longer than that of
other materials, it invest a wider concept than
that of single durability because it is related to
the life cycle» (Losasso, 2014, p. 421).

Conclusion
«About the future, perspectives of this
technology, considerable changes and
improvement will come, when its project tools
and its planning and building procedures
spread out. The hardest challenge through is
not about technical issues: the use of tensile
structures will increase only when architects
succeed in creating harmonious and beautiful
works while making use of this technology»
(Otto, 2014, p. 443). Beauty and harmony,
which are to be found in nature, indeed in the
ability of a spider’s web to strategically
integrate itself within the surrounding
environment, or further in the configuration of
a nest-shelter created by the weighted use of
local materials, completely recyclable and
biodegradable.
In both cases, the matter and the materials
are assembled in a shape that comes out of a
specific goal to which the shape itself should
fulfil according to incontrovertible physical
and mathematical laws. “Using light structure,
therefore, means offering an extra possibility
to that constructive philosophy that favors
flexible, modifiable, and reversible spaces, in
other words it means intervening in a soft way
within the environmental context. […] This
logic of intervention is a clear and unequivocal
sign of our time, and it is an approach that is
born, among other things, from the will that
the continuous obsolescence of functions does
not lead to the waste of economic and
territorial resources” (Capasso, 1993, p. 32).

These statements anticipate possible
contemporary ongoing evolution and progress
within the subjects of design and technological
culture. The subject of membranes is,
therefore, very relevant and have the
potential to offer multiple development
perspectives, among other things, in a view
directly opposite to Baumann’s “creative
destruction”, by transforming in a more
positive sense the terms of a “new and better
project”, of “gradually eliminating”, and of
“resizing”: everything in function of “doing
the same thing but better” while at the same
time respecting the principles of
environmental sustainability and minimizing
the use of materials’ need.
Frei Otto, in his book “Finding Form: Towards
an Architecture of the Minimal”4, stated: “it is
advisable that the architecture of tomorrow
became again an essential architecture, able
to self-generate its form and self-regulating its
processes, similar to what happens in the
living systems”.
In this regard, lately, within the subject of the
sustainable building envelope’s innovation of
has been undergoing important experiments
have been carrying out by scholars and
designers. These researches underline the
importance of intelligent and reactive
systems, which as specified by the American
architect and researcher Tristan d'Estree
Sterk5, if applied to a building, can be
transformed into frames, skins and intelligent
systems capable of (i) changing shape and color;
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fig12 - Detail of church of Saint Michele Archangel (2016).
(source: https://www.canobbio.com/coedi).

fig11 - Reactive tensegral structure, design Tristan
D’Estree Sterk (2010).
In particular:
1. lower structure must be more ridged to support loads
without collapse.
2. upper structure can be less ridged.
3. by adjusting the tension and rigidity of the structure
physical movements are enabled.
4. when coordinated with other responsive elements (ie. an
internal partition) the functional abilities of buildings may be
further extended. (source: D’ESTREE STERK T., Using Actuated
Tensegrity Structures to Produce a Responsive Architecture, in:
ACADIA22 >> CONNECTING CROSSROADS OF DIGITAL
DISCOURSE), [on-line] avilable at:
https://3rdeye2010.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/responsive-a
rchitecture1.pdf, accessed: 8 August 2019).
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fig13 - Detail of Allianz Arena building skin (2002-2005).
(source:https://buildingskins.wordpress.com/category/pl
astics-etfe/allianz-arena/).

(ii) gradually tracing the sun and adjust their
shape to improve shading in summer or
daylight in winter; (iii) shaking the snow; (iv)
changing shape to reduce wind load or to
improve the way ventilation is achieved.
The search for lightness further goes, finally,
towards the absolute minimization of
structure, by “transforming the air” into a
reactant element. These are the so-called
“pneumatic structures” or “pressure
structures” or even known as “air-cushion”
(double-walled pneumatic structures) which,
already starting from the 60s6 with experiments
in the field of design first and then in
architecture, represented an important state of
progress in practice and literature. These
spatial configurations can be both the main
structure or a temporary structure of
construction (SMITH, TOPHAM, 2002, p. 84-85),
in which form and stability are obtained from
the difference between the internal pressure of
the membrane and the atmospheric pressure,
and its structural stability is a function of the
interdependence between the shape of the
envelope, the pressure of the fluids, and the
external conditions. These light structures, born
from the imagination of the English engineer F.
W. Lanchester in 1917, where first applied in
the military field (Iannaccone, Saboia De
Freitas, 2002, p. 485), and are able to respond
to various needs that varies from design to
architecture and to the protection of historical
heritage7 (see fig12) and emergency
management8 .

It stand as a vital factor linked to membrane
structures, which is also identified in the use
of the materials.
Innovation, introduction, and diffusion of
innovative material in architecture have led to
a trend that sees the material and the shape
of the components as fundamental elements
for combining lightness and strength.
However it is necessary to establish in each
project an original and profitable relationship
between technical innovation and consolidated
construction practice, as well as between
tradition and innovative materials, in order to
achieve the goal of an efficient and
responsible design.
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